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How to Use the All Postings Report for Open Amounts 

and Reserves 

 

 

 If you have any trouble viewing this simulation, please contact fast.help@utoronto.ca.  

http://finance.utoronto.ca/fast/
https://finance.utoronto.ca/fast-tips-newsletter-archive/
https://sapdocs.easi.utoronto.ca/ucontent/a5de9f8550b14684bdd7b94c44531aac_en-US/simulation/html/sim_auto_playback.htm
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Cost Centers and Internal Orders:  What's the 

Difference? 

  

Cost Centers and Internal Orders both allow you to report on planned spending 

and compare it to actual revenue and expense postings for a specific department, 

program or project. Reporting is available down to the general ledger level of detail.  

 
Key differences between the two accounts are outlined below: 

 

 

 

Cost Centers are typically used for tracking ongoing, fiscal year based activities, 

while Internal Orders are used for short term activity tracking or for long term non-

fiscal year based activities. 

 

It is very important that when posting transactions either a Cost Center OR Internal 

Order is used, but not both. The risk of posting to both is inaccurate and possible 

duplicate reporting.   

 

 

Learn More:  

 Training Slides - Basic Controlling Reporting 

 

https://finance.utoronto.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/basiccoreporting.pdf
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Why do I see 15 documents in my Attachment List when I 

only attached 3? 

   
With the enhancements to the Purchase Order process effective August 1st at St. 

George Campus, is is now mandatory to attach supporting documents to Workflow 

POs and Lease Orders valued at or greater than $25,000 (before tax). 

 

When attaching documents in AMS, ensure that the documents are attached from 

the folder that they are located in.  

 

DO NOT drag and drop files into the Workflow PO. Doing so will result in the files 

being duplicated.  

 

If you have done this, and would like the additional attachments removed, please 

contact purchasing.help@utoronto.ca.  

 

 

   

 

 

Learn More:  

 Simulation:   Create Workflow PO - Greater than or Equal to $25,000 (before 

tax) 

 Simulation:  Create Lease PO - Greater than or Equal to $25,000 (before 

tax) 

 

mailto:purchasing.help@utoronto.ca
https://sapdocs.easi.utoronto.ca/ucontent/2cf1163e79e34e8f9933fca794fb7eca_en-US/simulation/html/sim_auto_playback.htm
https://sapdocs.easi.utoronto.ca/ucontent/401a36c6f19d4b119601436d8ad14dab_en-US/simulation/html/sim_auto_playback.htm
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ONE-ON-ONE WORK SUPPORT 

Get HELP FAST - Biweekly lunch time AMS support session  

Location: 256 McCaul St, room 103 

 

Tuesday, September 4th      |  12:30pm -  2pm  |  FIS 

Thursday, September 20th   |  11:30am -  1pm  |   FIS, HRIS 

 

 

 

                        TRAINING                                         FAST STAFF   

      -  FIS Training Calendar                                        - Faculty Representatives   

      -  FAST Tips Newsletter - Archive                        - Subscribe to AMS Listserv 

 

 

 

 

Requesting Ideas for FAST Tips Articles/Simulations! 

We are always looking for fresh ideas from our readers. 

  

If you have any suggestions for FAST Tip articles or simulations, send us your 

input in the feedback link below! 

 

 

PROVIDE FEEDBACK

 

 

 

 fast.help@utoronto.ca 

   

  

 

http://finance.utoronto.ca/events/category/training-support/
http://finance.utoronto.ca/fast/fast-team-contacts-and-faculty-representatives/
http://finance.utoronto.ca/fast/fast-tips-newsletter-archive/
https://easi.its.utoronto.ca/help/ams-listserv/
http://finance.utoronto.ca/fast-tip-survey/
mailto:fast.help@utoronto.ca



